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An irreverent romp through the natural science of gardening, with eye-opening insight and

practical guidance for getting the most out of your plants.Curious why caressing your cucumber

plants will help them bear more fruit? Or why you should grow oranges from seed even if the

fruit is inedible? Or why trees need to sleep and how to help them? Join acclaimed gardener,

scientist, and author Lee Reich on a journey through the delights of your garden in this laugh-

out-loud treatise on the scientific wonders of plants and soil.The Ever Curious Gardener

includes information on:How to maximize both flavor and nutrition in your garden

bountyHelping plants thrive during droughtOutwitting weeds by understanding their

natureMaking the best use of compostTips on pruning and orchard careWhy the dead

language of Latin can make you a better gardener.

"Behind the pleasures of the successful garden, there are the apparent mysteries. How does it

all work? Curious gardeners have questions and Lee Reich answers them as effectively as that

favorite science teacher in school did -- clearly and concisely."— Eliot Coleman, farmer; past

Executive Director, International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements; host,

"Gardening Naturally;" and author, Four Season Harvest"As an ever-curious gardener who

seeks to understand the science behind all things gardening, I look to my horticultural heroes

for that. Lee Reich is always one of my top go-to authorities. Much to my delight, and no

surprise, this book is everything I was hoping and more. Leave it to Lee to blend science with

real-world application, mixed with a chuckle or two throughout the pages. A fresh, fun, and

fascinating must-read for every curious gardener."— Joe Lamp'l, Creator & Host, PBS's

Growing a Greener World"From root to shoot, flower to fruit, here is an essential field guide to

the science behind plant cultivation. Chapter by chapter it will steer the gardener's hand and

delight the mind at the same time."— Roger B. Swain, Host, PBS-TV's "The Victory

Garden""Armed with Lee Reich's brand of gardening science, I brush a hand along the tops of

my seedlings so they grow sturdier stems. Or I jostle their trays and say, "Good morning".

When hoeing weeds, I wear a long skirt that brushes the tops of my cucumber and melon

plants and they produce more female flowers, hence, more fruit. Combining scientific reasoning

with the joy of touch and observation will not only make you a better gardener, you'll find

yourself with permission to play in a curious world full of intrigue and creativity."— MaryJane

Butters, organic farmer, small dairy owner, beekeeper, author, magazine editor

MaryJanesFarm.org"As a commercial grower, I don't read that many gardening books...

although I make an exception for Lee's Reich books. The Ever Curious Gardener explains

some of the science behind what's going on above ground and below ground in your garden

and — most important — how you can work with these natural systems to grow plants that are

healthier, more productive, and more attractive. For a better garden and more interesting

gardening, read this book."— Jean-Martin Fortier, author, The Market Gardener"The Ever

Curious Gardener is a wise and witty book that offers not just the "how-to" of gardening but

also the "how come". By showing you the science behind growing plants, it gives you the tools

to follow Nature's rules – the only ones that count. What Harold McGee is to the cook, Lee

Reich is to the gardener."— Barbara Damrosch, author, The Garden Primer and The Four

Season Farm Gardener's Cookbook"Gardeners in the know wait for books by Lee Reich, and

The Ever Curious Gardener shows why. Very few writers combine science, history, and



personal observations to produce a great (and humorous) read with so much practical advice

quite like Reich. This latest, and hopefully not last book, does not disappoint."— Jeff

Lowenfels, author, Teaming with Microbes SeriesThis is perhaps the most readable gardening

book that I have ever encountered. Full of carefully presented garden practices supported by

scientific know-how, it's fun and informative -- what more can I sa."— Jeffrey Gillman, Director,

UNC Charlotte Botanical Gardens and author, The Truth About Garden Remedies"There are

far too few garden scientists with the ability to write for a popular audience, so thank goodness

Lee Reich can do just that! His newest book is full of current, factual information that's of

immediate use to gardeners everywhere. It's the perfect excuse to "let your curiosity get the

better of you."— Dr. Linda Chalker-Scott, WSU horticulturist and author, The Informed

Gardener series and How Plants Work: The Science Behind the Amazing Things Plants

Do"With The Ever Curious Gardener, Lee Reich presents some of the natural science behind

the scenes in the garden. Not in a detached, academic manner, but pragmatically (and

sometimes humorously), as it can be applied to make for a better garden and gardener. Read

this and reap."— Ron Khosla, Professor Environmental Sciences, Southern Oregon University,

International Consultant to United Nations FAO, and founder, Huguenot Street Farm"The Ever

Curious Gardener cultivates curiosity and brings out everyone's inner science nerd. Lee

Reich's engaging and authentic style blend science with practical gardening knowledge.

Anyone reading these pages is guaranteed to harvest new, insightful knowledge."— Lisa

Kivirist, author, Soil Sisters: A Toolkit for Women Farmers and Homemade for Sale"Lee Reich

demystifies the giant science experiment of the garden to help us become more expert,

successful gardeners."— Margaret Roach, A Way to Garden website and podcast--This text

refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverLeave it to Lee to blend science with real-

world application, mixed with a chuckle or two throughout the pages. A fresh, fun, and

fascinating must-read for every curious gardener. �Joe Lamp'l, creator and host of Growing a

Greener World on PBSCurious gardeners have questions and Lee Reich answers them. �Eliot

Coleman, farmer, host of the TV series Gardening Naturally and author, Four Season

HarvestGardeners in the know wait for books by Lee Reich. This latest does not disappoint! �Jeff

Lowenfels, author, Teaming with Microbes book seriesACCLAIMED GARDENER, scientist, and

author Lee Reich on a journey through the delights of your garden in this laugh-out-loud trea-

tise on the scientific wonders of plants and soil. Offering eye-opening insight and practical

guidance, coverage includes:How to maximize both flavor and nutrition in your garden

bountyHelping plants thrive during droughtOutwitting weeds by understanding their

natureMaking the best use of compostTips on pruning and orchard careWhy the dead

language of Latin can make you a better gardener.The Ever Curious Gardener is an irreverent

romp through the natural science of plants and soil, ideal for newer gardeners moving beyond

back- of-the-seed-pack planting to experienced gardeners whose curiosity at the wonders of

cultivation grows deeper and stronger with each season.For a better garden and more

interesting gardening, read this book. �Jean-Martin Fortier, author, The Market GardenerLee

Reich demystifies the giant science experiment of the garden to help us become more expert,

successful gardeners. �Margaret Roach, A Way to Garden website and podcastLEE REICH has

a PhD in Horticulture and is author of Weedless Gardening, The Pruning Book, Landscaping

with Fruit and other books and a syndicated bimonthly garden column for Associated Press.

Find him on his blog at where he writes from his "farmden" in New Paltz, NY.--This text refers

to the paperback edition.About the AuthorLee Reich, PhD, dove into gardening decades ago,

initially with one foot in academia as an agricultural scientist with the USDA and then Cornell

University, and one foot in the field, the organic field. He has a PhD in Horticulture from the



University of Maryland, an MS in Soil Science, and a BA in Chemistry from the University of

Wisconsin. He blogs at www.leereich.com/blog from his farmden in New Paltz, NY.--This text

refers to the paperback edition.Book DescriptionUnleash your inner geek and let this irreverent

romp through the wonders of the garden yield practical results.--This text refers to the

paperback edition.Review"Behind the pleasures of the successful garden, there are the

apparent mysteries. How does it all work? Curious gardeners have questions and Lee Reich

answers them as effectively as that favorite science teacher in school did -- clearly and

concisely." � Eliot Coleman, farmer; past Executive Director, International Federation of Organic

Agriculture Movements; host, "Gardening Naturally;" and author, Four Season Harvest"As an

ever-curious gardener who seeks to understand the science behind all things gardening, I look

to my horticultural heroes for that. Lee Reich is always one of my top go-to authorities. Much to

my delight, and no surprise, this book is everything I was hoping and more. Leave it to Lee to

blend science with real-world application, mixed with a chuckle or two throughout the pages. A

fresh, fun, and fascinating must-read for every curious gardener." � Joe Lamp'l, Creator & Host,

PBS's Growing a Greener World"From root to shoot, flower to fruit, here is an essential field

guide to the science behind plant cultivation. Chapter by chapter it will steer the gardener's

hand and delight the mind at the same time." � Roger B. Swain, Host, PBS-TV's "The Victory

Garden""Armed with Lee Reich's brand of gardening science, I brush a hand along the tops of

my seedlings so they grow sturdier stems. Or I jostle their trays and say, "Good morning".

When hoeing weeds, I wear a long skirt that brushes the tops of my cucumber and melon

plants and they produce more female flowers, hence, more fruit. Combining scientific reasoning

with the joy of touch and observation will not only make you a better gardener, you'll find

yourself with permission to play in a curious world full of intrigue and creativity." � MaryJane

Butters, organic farmer, small dairy owner, beekeeper, author, magazine editor

MaryJanesFarm.org"As a commercial grower, I don't read that many gardening books...

although I make an exception for Lee's Reich books. The Ever Curious Gardener explains

some of the science behind what's going on above ground and below ground in your garden

and  � most important  � how you can work with these natural systems to grow plants that are

healthier, more productive, and more attractive. For a better garden and more interesting

gardening, read this book." � Jean-Martin Fortier, author, The Market Gardener"The Ever

Curious Gardener is a wise and witty book that offers not just the "how-to" of gardening but

also the "how come". By showing you the science behind growing plants, it gives you the tools

to follow Nature's rules – the only ones that count. What Harold McGee is to the cook, Lee

Reich is to the gardener." � Barbara Damrosch, author, The Garden Primer and The Four

Season Farm Gardener's Cookbook"Gardeners in the know wait for books by Lee Reich, and

The Ever Curious Gardener shows why. Very few writers combine science, history, and

personal observations to produce a great (and humorous) read with so much practical advice

quite like Reich. This latest, and hopefully not last book, does not disappoint." � Jeff Lowenfels,

author, Teaming with Microbes SeriesThis is perhaps the most readable gardening book that I

have ever encountered. Full of carefully presented garden practices supported by scientific

know-how, it's fun and informative -- what more can I sa." � Jeffrey Gillman, Director, UNC

Charlotte Botanical Gardens and author, The Truth About Garden Remedies"There are far too

few garden scientists with the ability to write for a popular audience, so thank goodness Lee

Reich can do just that! His newest book is full of current, factual information that's of immediate

use to gardeners everywhere. It's the perfect excuse to "let your curiosity get the better of you." �

Dr. Linda Chalker-Scott, WSU horticulturist and author, The Informed Gardener series and

How Plants Work: The Science Behind the Amazing Things Plants Do"With The Ever Curious



Gardener, Lee Reich presents some of the natural science behind the scenes in the garden.

Not in a detached, academic manner, but pragmatically (and sometimes humorously), as it can

be applied to make for a better garden and gardener. Read this and reap." � Ron Khosla,

Professor Environmental Sciences, Southern Oregon University, International Consultant to

United Nations FAO, and founder, Huguenot Street Farm"The Ever Curious Gardener

cultivates curiosity and brings out everyone's inner science nerd. Lee Reich's engaging and

authentic style blend science with practical gardening knowledge. Anyone reading these pages

is guaranteed to harvest new, insightful knowledge." � Lisa Kivirist, author, Soil Sisters: A Toolkit

for Women Farmers and Homemade for Sale"Lee Reich demystifies the giant science

experiment of the garden to help us become more expert, successful gardeners." � Margaret

Roach, A Way to Garden website and podcast--This text refers to the paperback edition.From

the Inside FlapLeave it to Lee to blend science with real-world application, mixed with a

chuckle or two throughout the pages. A fresh, fun, and fascinating must-read for every curious

gardener.Joe Lamp'l, creator and host of Growing a Greener World on PBSCurious gardeners

have questions and Lee Reich answers them.Eliot Coleman, farmer, host of the TV series

Gardening Naturally and author, Four Season HarvestGardeners in the know wait for books by

Lee Reich. This latest does not disappoint!Jeff Lowenfels, author, Teaming with Microbes book

seriesACCLAIMED GARDENER, scientist, and author Lee Reich on a journey through the

delights of your garden in this laugh-out-loud trea- tise on the scientific wonders of plants and

soil. Offering eye-opening insight and practical guidance, coverage includes:How to maximize

both flavor and nutrition in your garden bountyHelping plants thrive during droughtOutwitting

weeds by understanding their natureMaking the best use of compostTips on pruning and

orchard careWhy the dead language of Latin can make you a better gardener.The Ever

Curious Gardener is an irreverent romp through the natural science of plants and soil, ideal for

newer gardeners moving beyond back- of-the-seed-pack planting to experienced gardeners

whose curiosity at the wonders of cultivation grows deeper and stronger with each season.For

a better garden and more interesting gardening, read this book.Jean-Martin Fortier, author,

The Market GardenerLee Reich demystifies the giant science experiment of the garden to help

us become more expert, successful gardeners.Margaret Roach, A Way to Garden website and

podcastLEE REICH has a PhD in Horticulture and is author of Weedless Gardening, The

Pruning Book, Landscaping with Fruit and other books and a syndicated bimonthly garden

column for Associated Press. Find him on his blog at www.leereich.com/blog where he writes

from his "farmden" in New Paltz, NY.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/Ybbmx/The-Ever-Curious-Gardener-Using-a-Little-Natural-Science-for-a-Much-Better-Garden


Praise for The Ever Curious GardenerAs an ever-curious gardener who seeks to understand

the science behind all things gardening, I look to my horticultural heroes for that. Lee Reich is

always one of my top go-to authorities. Much to my delight, and no surprise, this book is

everything I was hoping and more. Leave it to Lee to blend science with real-world application,

mixed with a chuckle or two throughout the pages. A fresh, fun, and fascinating must-read for

every curious gardener.—Joe Lamp’l, Creator & Host, PBS’s Growing a Greener WorldBehind

the pleasures of the successful garden, there are the apparent mysteries. How does it all

work? Curious gardeners have questions and Lee Reich answers them as effectively as that

favorite science teacher in school did—clearly and concisely.—Eliot Coleman, farmer; past

Executive Director,International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements;host, “Gardening

Naturally;” and author, Four Season HarvestArmed with Lee Reich’s brand of gardening

science, I brush a hand along the tops of my seedlings so they grow sturdier stems. Or I jostle

their trays and say, “Good morning.” When hoeing weeds, I wear a long skirt that brushes the

tops of my cucumber and melon plants and they produce more female flowers, hence, more

fruit. Combining scientific reasoning with the joy of touch and observation will not only make

you a better gardener, you’ll find yourself with permission to play in a curious world full of

intrigue and creativity.—MaryJane Butters, organic farmer, small dairy owner,beekeeper,

author, magazine editorAs a commercial grower, I don’t read that many gardening books...

although I make an exception for Lee’s Reich books. The Ever Curious Gardener explains

some of the science behind what’s going on above ground and below ground in your garden

and—most important—how you can work with these natural systems to grow plants that are

healthier, more productive, and more attractive. For a better garden and more interesting

gardening, read this book.—Jean-Martin Fortier, author, The Market GardenerPerhaps the

most readable gardening book that I have ever read. Full of carefully presented garden

practices that are supported by scientific know-how, it’s fun and informative. What more can I

say?—Jeffrey Gillman, author, The Truth About Garden RemediesThe Ever Curious Gardener

is a wise and witty book that offers not just the “how-to” of gardening but also the “how come?”

By showing you the science behind growing plants, it gives you the tools to follow Nature’s rules

—the only ones that count. What Harold McGee is to the cook, Lee Reich is to the gardener.—

Barbara Damrosch, author, The Garden Primerand The Four Season Farm Gardener’s

CookbookGardeners in the know wait for books by Lee Reich, and The Ever Curious Gardener

shows why. Very few writers combine science, history, and personal observations to produce a

great (and humorous) read with so much practical advice quite like Reich. This latest, and

hopefully not last book, does not disappoint!—Jeff Lowenfels, author, Teaming with Microbes

seriesFrom root to shoot, flower to fruit, here is an essential field guide to the science behind

plant cultivation. Chapter by chapter it will steer the gardener’s hand and delight the mind at the

same time.—Roger B. Swain, Host, PBS-TV’s “The Victory Garden”There are far too few

garden scientists with the ability to write for a popular audience, so thank goodness Lee Reich

can do just that! His newest book is full of current, factual information that’s of immediate use

to gardeners everywhere. It’s the perfect excuse to “let your curiosity get the better of you.”—Dr.

Linda Chalker-Scott, WSU horticulturist and author,The Informed Gardener series and How

Plants Work:The Science Behind the Amazing Things Plants DoWith The Ever Curious

Gardener, Lee Reich presents some of the natural science behind the scenes in the garden.

Not in a detached, academic manner, but pragmatically (and sometimes humorously), as it can

be applied to make for a better garden and gardener. Read it and reap.—Ron Khosla,



Professor Environmental Sciences,Southern Oregon University, International Consultant to

United Nations FAO,and founder, Huguenot Street FarmThe Ever Curious Gardener cultivates

curiosity and brings out everyone’s inner science nerd. Lee Reich’s engaging and authentic

style blend science with practical gardening knowledge. Anyone reading these pages is

guaranteed to harvest new, insightful knowledge.—Lisa Kivirist, author, Soil Sisters: A Toolkit

for Women Farmersand Homemade for SaleCopyright © 2018 by Lee Reich.All rights

reserved.Cover design by Diane McIntosh.Cover images: © iStock (mag. glass: 155383741,

label paper texture:483534560, plant diagram: 507214734, sprout: 511977848,plant cells:

578118802, bee on squash blossom: 599702254,squash plant: 813245542.jpg)All interior

photos © Lee Reich unless otherwise credited.Printed in Canada. First printing March

2018.Inquiries regarding requests to reprint all or part of The Ever CuriousGardener should be

addressed to New Society Publishers at the addressbelow. To order directly from the

publishers, please call toll-free (NorthAmerica) 1-800-567-6772, or order online atAny other

inquiries can be directed by mail to:New Society PublishersP.O. Box 189, Gabriola Island, BC

V0R 1X0, Canada(250) 247-9737LIBRARY AND ARCHIVES CANADA CATALOGUING IN

PUBLICATIONReich, Lee, authorThe ever curious gardener : using a little natural sciencefor a

much better garden / by Lee Reich; illustrations by VickiHerzfeld Arlein.Includes index.Issued in

print and electronic formats.978-0-86571-882-1 (softcover).— 978-1-55092-675-0 (PDF).—

978-1-77142-270-3 (EPUB)1. Gardening. I. Herzfeld Arlein, Vicki, illustrator II.

Title.SB450.97.R45 2018C2018-900124-0635c2018-900123-2New Society Publishers’ mission

is to publish books that contributein fundamental ways to building an ecologically sustainable

andjust society, and to do so with the least possible impact on theenvironment, in a manner

that models this vision.DEDICATIONTo my father, Joseph Reich,who early on encouraged me

to becuriouser and curiouser.ContentsAcknowledgmentsIntroductionPropagation and

Planting•A bit of deception helps me get some seeds to sprout that under natural conditions

would wisely stay asleep•Burial in tundra might be ideal for seed storage but I choose more

practical storage for my vegetable and flower seeds•Electricity temporarily suffices when

access to sunlight is lacking•In which the pre-plant toughening up of seedlings is shown to be

necessary, but with a gentle touch•Plants exhibit all sorts of changes, some sought after, some

not, as they go through puberty•A recommendation to plant citrus from seed even if fruit is

improbable or not worth eating•Containing some of the ways in which I use a few or many plant

cells to conjure up whole new plants•I revisit totipotence, using stems again, this time joining

them to existing roots•Neither monstrous nor scary, but often beautiful—yes, real chimeras

may be in our midst•Knowing that a bulb is, essentially, a stem lets me multiply them with the

same “pinch” that makes stems branchSoil•In which we watch the progress of water traveling

through soil, with methods to, at the same time, speed it up and slow it down•A common sense

recommendation that turns out not to make sense•Contains a description and an opinion of

hydroponics•In which I pay homage to humus, even though it may be a misnomer•Wherein I

check my ground’s acidity and then tweak it, as needed•On my ostensibly occult practice which

turns out to be good gardening•How I manage to tame nitrogen’s comings and goings for my

plants•Even without squealing like hungry pigs, my plants can tell me if they’re hungry, and for

whatFlowering and Fruiting•Sex is introduced and its sometime importance is emphasized•In

which I make right the products of plants’ sexual excesses•Describing the importance of night

for coaxing blossoms, and a gardener’s trickery•In which a small gas molecule has a big effect

on flavor•Contains a question and an answer: is hybrid always high-bred?Stems and Leaves•In

which my thumbnails, pruning shears, and branch bending coax plants into bushiness,

lankiness, or anything betwixt•Wherein I make designs with the traceries of my fruit plants’



branches•Questioning the advice to put the brakes on tree growth with summer pruning•On the

genesis, reason for, and propagation of weeping trees...•A comfortable seat in a sunny spot

gets trees and shrubs ready for winter…•In which it is demonstrated that buds are not

boring•How buds become burls and witches’ brooms•On entreating and helping trees to stay

asleep•About a quick and easy way to hasten spring•Sunlight is important but sometimes

shade offers improvementOrganizations•Wherein families migrate together around my garden,

and for good reason•How plant families got put in order•On Latin being a foreign tongue but

providing a useful understanding of plant relationships•Making up a new category name,

fortunately, does not ruin flavor or appearance•Relating a true story about how my plants broke

the lawStress•On steps, human and otherwise, to avoid the havoc of icy cells during frigid

temperatures•In which hot days bring on a tug of war between hunger and thirst, in plants•No

water, no matter—because I take these steps for drought•A very local search for congenial

weather•Seedlings’ transition to the garden is helped along with tough love, timely and not in

excess•Unwanted plants—that is, weeds—are best understood before they are outwitted•A

sometime threat that straddles the fence between living and nonliving•In which is clarified a

name as a sign, rather than a symptom, of disease•Fire blight, first noted not far from my home

over 200 years ago, has the honor of being the first plant disease to be caused by

bacteriaSenses•In which I elucidate, abet, and alter the color of leaves, vegetables, and

flowers•An Italian who tied together plant growth, art, and other things too innumerable to

mention•Here I make sense of scents, equally so for insects and humans•The touch here is

that felt by the plants•And finally, the efforts I take to grow the best tasting fruits and

vegetablesEpilogue: The Scientific MethodIndexAbout the AuthorAbout New Society

PublishersAcknowledgmentsA number of people helped bring this book to fruition. Helpful

comments, corrections, and suggestions were offered by Bob Arlein, Janna Beckerman, Sara

Gast, Genevieve Reich, Drew Waddelow, Deb Goldman, and David Weisberger. The idea for

the one sentence summaries, à la Tom Jones, that introduce each chapter’s subsections was

sparked by Peter Mayer. Special thanks go to Vicki Herzfeld Arlein for her many insightful

comments on text and design, as well as for her artful and lucid illustrations.I feel especially

lucky to have worked with New Society Publishers. Thanks to Rob West and Ingrid Witvoet for

getting the ball rolling, Sue Custance for keeping the ball rolling, Greg Green for the design

process, and EJ Hurst for marketing. I appreciate editor Ian le Cheminant’s untiring attention to

detail as well as his technical and artistic command of the language.Introduction“Though an

old man, I am a young gardener.” So wrote Thomas Jefferson. The longer I garden, the more I

realize the truth of those words. Gardening is a lifelong learning experience that never ceases

to capture, recapture, and then capture my interest once again. How could it not, representing,

as it does, such a congenial confluence of colors, flavors, and aromas all seasoned with the

weather, whatever pests happen to stop by that year—and the science behind it all?!And the

science behind it all is what this book is about. It’s not a comprehensive overview of botany and

related sciences, just some natural science that can be applied in the garden. No need to read

from cover to cover or in one fell swoop to get the most out of this book. Each chapter can

stand by itself—as, in most cases, can each section within a chapter. So dip in and out of this

book according to your whim, the season, or what’s happening in your garden.Science may

seem out of place in so bucolic an activity as gardening. After all, millions of years of evolution

have prompted seeds to germinate and plants to grow in soils and climates as diverse as the

Arctic tundra, the Arizona desert, and my garden in New York’s Hudson Valley. So it’s possible

to have a decent garden with minimal effort or know-how.But gardening can be something

more than this business as usual, with commensurately more rewards.* * *The genesis for this



book came to me one day as I was piling scythed meadow hay and horse manure, along with

old vegetable plants and sprinklings of soil and dolomitic limestone, into one of my compost

bins. I realized that what I was adding to the pile and how much of each ingredient, even how I

fluffed them up or patted them down with my pitchfork, and then watered, all reflected what I

had learned over the past 40-plus years of gardening. My classrooms have included actual

classrooms; gleanings from magazines, books, and scientific journals; conversations with other

gardeners and agricultural scientists; and (most importantly) the garden itself.My garden

education has been unusual. Growing up in the suburbs, I initially remembered only a small

vegetable garden whose tenure was soon eclipsed by a swing set. Wait! How about that potted

banana tree and one hyacinth bulb that I nurtured under the purple glow of a Growlite in the

basement during high school? Or the potted cactus that I bought to adorn my bedroom

windowsill in graduate school. Hints of future interest? Perhaps.Graduate study in those cactus

days was in chemistry, a continuation of an interest kindled by my high school chemistry

teacher. But coming to the conclusion that graduate study in quantum chemistry was not going

to answer any fundamental questions, I dropped out, moved to Vermont, and got the gardening

bug. Because I was living in a third floor apartment, I expressed that gardening bug with a

voracious appetite for books—books about gardening.A year later, I dove into agriculture in

earnest, and was fortunate to land in a graduate program in soil science. My interest and

education in chemistry proved a good foundation for soil science.A small plot of land began my

education “in the field” and complemented my academic studies. The university’s agricultural

library offered more books to further round out my education. (I remember coming across a

whole book on lettuce seed!)Eight years later, with two framed diplomas to hang on my wall,

one for a master’s degree in soil science, and the other for a doctorate degree in horticulture, I

was still gardening with the same exuberance and learning about gardening through

experience, the printed word, and contact with others “in the know.” Thinking back, how little I

knew about gardening. And so it goes.* * *Back to my compost pile...I took into account the

meadow hay’s youthful lushness, which influences its ratio of carbon to nitrogen, as I layered it

into the bin along with the horse manure. Manure is usually thought of as a high nitrogen

material, but I looked at what was in the cart and, eyeing the amount and kind of bedding

(wood shavings) with which it was mixed, made a rough estimate in my head of how much to

use to make a good balance with the meadow plants. When the pile was finished, I checked

my work by monitoring the temperature of the pile’s interior with a long-stemmed compost

thermometer. Etc., etc. There’s art in making compost. But also science.With this book, I hope

to show you, the reader, how knowing and using a little of the natural science behind what’s

happening out in the garden can make for a lot better garden in terms of productivity, beauty,

plant health, sustainability...and interest. Knowing some of the underlying science at work in

the garden also makes for a more resilient gardener, better able to garden at a new location or

in a changing environment. All of which makes for a perennially “young gardener,” as Mr.

Jefferson said it!PROPAGATION AND PLANTINGA bit of deception helps me get some seeds

to sprout that under natural conditions would wisely stay asleep.You wouldn’t think that the

dead of winter would be a good time to sow seeds. But it is, for plants whose seeds need some

kind of long term treatment before they will sprout. Such is the case for the tree peony seeds I

recently planted.“Planted” is really too gardenesque a term for what I did with those seeds.

After soaking them in water for a few hours, I merely tossed them into a plastic sandwich bag

with a handful of moist potting soil. The bag will sit on the kitchen counter for a couple of

months, then go into the refrigerator for another couple of months.Peony seeds need this

treatment because they must lay down roots before any shoot growth can begin. To grow roots,



those seeds need some rain (or a good soaking) to leach inhibitors from the seeds, and they

also need some warmth. The shoots, however, won’t sprout until they’ve been exposed to a

period of cool, moist conditions—outdoors or in my refrigerator. Under natural conditions, all

this might take two years. In my house, all systems should be go by spring. Lily and viburnum

seeds also respond to this type of treatment.A reluctance to sprout as soon as touching down

on moist soil often makes sense for ensuring the survival of tender, young seedlings. Not

rearing their heads until convinced that winter is over and they have the support of an

established root system is just the ticket for survival of wild tree peony seedlings in a climate

characterized by cold winters and periodic drought.Germination quirks of other kinds of plant

seeds reflect other natural environments. Some seeds have a double dormancy, one for the

seed coat and one for the embryo. Still others (goldenseal, for example) ripen with

underdeveloped embryos. The same warm, then cold, treatment needed by tree peonies also

prepares seeds with either of these quirks for germination.Where moisture is more or less

consistent throughout the year, it is winter cold that would kill a young sprout that began

growing in the fall. Fall-ripening seeds won’t sprout until they feel that winter is over, a condition

that could be mimicked by a couple of months in the refrigerator in a sandwich bag along with

moist potting soil. After doing time in the refrigerator, it’s not unusual for a whole batch of seeds

to sprout in unison, as if a switch has been turned on, even before they’re released into

warmth. That cool, moist treatment is called stratification because in the past nurseries effected

this treatment by spreading alternating layers of seeds and soil in flats kept outdoors for the

winter.Stratified yellowhorn seeds sprouting.Hormones within seeds are what bring them to life

at the appropriate moment. Although lying apparently lifeless in a bag on a refrigerator shelf, all

sorts of things—hormonally—are going on. Levels, for instance, of a germination inhibitor

called abscisic acid are decreasing while levels of another hormone, gibberellic acid, are

increasing. These hormones have been extracted from seeds and synthesized. Some seeds

shed their normal reluctance to sprout with nothing more than a dip in an appropriate

concentration of gibberellic acid. All is not so simple, though, because other hormones are also

at work, and other compounds, such as potassium nitrate, hydrogen peroxide, or malt extract

can also promote germination.Not all fall-ripening seeds need stratification before they will

germinate. Two examples of tree seeds in this class are those of catalpa and those of

sycamore (although sycamore’s relative, the London planetree, does need stratification).

Perhaps catalpa and sycamore seeds have evolved without a need for stratification because

they hang on the trees late enough into the winter so that, by the time they drop to moist

ground, temperatures are too cold for germination. Or else spring has arrived, and it’s just the

right time for germination.Let’s not blame dormancy only on hormones; some seeds stay

asleep for purely mechanical reasons. The tough seed coats of honeylocust, black locust, and

black cohosh are among those that can’t imbibe water as soon as their seeds hit the ground. A

seed that remains too dry inside will not sprout. These are examples of seeds that need

scarification before they can be stratified.In nature, tough coats are eventually softened—as

soil microbes chew away at them, by cycles of freezing and thawing, by abrasion, and by

passage through animals. Microbes work best at warm temperatures, so a couple of months in

a sandwich bag along with some potting soil could awaken these seeds just as they do those

of tree peonies. The potting soil, in this case, should contain some real soil or compost to

supply living organisms to work on the seed coats.Scarification means “to scratch” and with

large enough seeds I take this meaning literally, with a file. Nicking seeds or nipping out a little

piece of seed coat with a wire cutter are other ways to let water in past a tough seed coat. A

quicker way to scarify a batch of seeds is with very hot water or even sulfuric acid, but care is



needed not to kill the seeds. As a general rule, bring almost to a boil 5 times the volume of

water as the volume of seeds, then pour the water over the seeds and let them stand in the

water for 12 to 24 hours. With sulfuric acid, suffice it to say that familiarity with using this

caustic chemical is needed, along with goggles and gloves. Timing is critical, and varies with

the kind of seed. The acid must be thoroughly rinsed off following the treatment.Scarifying hard

yellowhorn seeds with a file.The easiest pretreatment is that needed by many grasses and

most annual flowers and vegetables. Seeds of these plants need nothing more than a period of

dry storage of from one to six months before they’ll germinate. Cold is not needed, but does

keep them fresh longer—so my vegetable and flower seeds wait out winter sitting in airtight

plastic boxes and Mason jars in my garage.Burial in tundra might be ideal for seed storage but

I choose more practical storage for my vegetable and flower seeds.Few seeds have as short a

viability as onion; after only a year they might not be sufficiently viable for sowing.A better story

is the reported longevity of the 10,000 year old lupine seed that germinated after being taken

out of a lemming burrow in the Yukon permafrost. Just think: the plant that produced this seed

was up and growing when humans first walked across the Bering Land Bridge, and saber-

toothed cats and woolly mammoths may have brushed up against its leaves. Except that the

story of the 10,000 year old lupine seed turns out to be apocryphal, as confirmed by

radiocarbon dating.The true record for seed longevity was, until recently, 2,000 years, and was

held by a date palm grown from seed recovered from an ancient fortress in Israel. A more

recent discovery broke that record by a long shot.A kind of campion seed (Silene stenophylla)

found buried, this time in a squirrel burrow in Siberian tundra, could very well be 32,000 years

old. The seed sprouted and was grown into a charming, white-flowered plant. Some coaxing

was needed to get that seed to sprout. Actually, the seed itself did not sprout, but new plants

were propagated from a few cells that were removed from the placenta and multiplied under

sterile conditions on a specially concocted growth medium. Once cells had multiplied

sufficiently, the growing medium was altered to induce growth of leaves, stems, and roots, and

eventually the plants were robust enough to be planted in soil. The plant flowered and set

seed, which germinated readily to produce more seedlings.As short as is onion seed viability (I

purchase new seed every year), other seeds have even shorter viability. Seeds of some

members of the subfamily Tillandsioideae, related to pineapple, remain viable for only 4 to 6

weeks. Silver maple, Acer saccharinum, seeds retain their capacity to germinate for only about

a week, making the many silver maples in the view out my bedroom window testimonial to the

trees’ fecundity.Viable seeds are living, albeit dormant, embryonic plants which do not live

forever. It’s wasted effort to sprinkle dead seeds into furrows either in the garden or seed

flats.When purchasing a packet of seeds from a local store or mail-order seedhouse, you are

assured of the viability of the seeds. There are government standards for the minimum

percentage of seeds that must germinate for each type of seed. The packing date and the

germination percentage often are stamped on the packets. (The germination percentage must

be indicated only if it is below standard.) I write the year on any seed packets on which the

date is not stamped.Old, dog-eared seed packets may or may not be worth using this season.

It depends on where the packets were kept and the types of seeds they contain.Conditions that

slow biological and chemical reactions, such as low temperature, low humidity, and low

oxygen, also slow the aging of seeds. During spring and summer, the airtight plastic boxes and

Mason jars in which I store seeds find their low temperature and low humidity home in the

depths of my freezer or, more recently, in the cool temperatures of my basement. By fall, when

frozen fruits and vegetables claim freezer space, I move seed boxes and jars back to the

garage. An easy way to keep the humidity low in the storage containers is with silica gel or by



sprinkling in some powdered milk, from a freshly opened box. Renew the powdered milk each

year. Silica gel can be renewed in a hot oven.It’s not impossible for a backyard gardener to

store seeds in a low oxygen atmosphere. I reverse engineered a bicycle pump to become a

weak vacuum pump which, along with a Foodsaver® Wide Mouth Jar Sealer Vacuum Sealing

Accessory, evacuates some of the air from my seed-containing Mason jars. Thinner air is also

drier air.The air in a sealed jar could, instead, be displaced before sealing it with a gas other

than oxygen. Carbon dioxide is readily available in cartridges; a carbon dioxide bicycle tire

inflator could be used to direct this gas into the jar. Argon gas is another option (Bloxygen®)

that’s used to preserve various products. Important when using either of these products is to

introduce the gas slowly to avoid turbulence and allow it to settle. Both gases are heavier than

oxygen.Although some seed companies market their seeds in hermetically sealed, plastic-lined

foil packets, I’ve never noted superior germination from these foil packets, as compared with

plain old paper packets. Matter of fact, my own casual observations over the years are that

germination of seeds kept in these hermetically sealed packets is worse. Perhaps the extra

cost of the packaging is a disincentive to a seedhouse to discard old seeds or open the

packets for re-testing. Perhaps my casual observations are too casual.Seeds differ in how long

they remain viable. Except under the very best storage conditions, as with onion seed, it’s not

worth the risk to sow parsnip or salsify seeds after they are more than one year old. Two years

of sowings can be expected from seed packets of carrot and sweet corn; three years from peas

and beans, peppers, radishes, and beets; and four or five years from cabbage, broccoli,

Brussels sprouts, cucumbers, melons, and lettuce.Vegetable Seed Longevity Under Good

Storage ConditionsVegetableYearsBean3Beet4Broccoli3Brussels

sprouts4Cabbage4Carrot3Cauliflower4Celeriac3Celery3Chard, Swiss4Chinese

cabbage3Collard5Corn, sweet2Cucumber5Eggplant4Endive5Fennel4Kale4Kohlrabi3Leek2Lett

uce6Muskmelon5Mustard4Okra2Onion1Parsley1Parsnip1Pea3Pepper2Pumpkin4Radish5Ruta

baga4Spinach3Squash4Tomato4Turnip4Watermelon4Among flower seeds, the shortest-lived

are delphinium, aster, candytuft, and phlox. In general, though, most annual flower seeds are

good for one to three years, and most perennial flower seeds for two to four years.Testing

germination of bean seeds.In a frugal mood, I might do a germination test for a definitive

measure of whether an old seed packet is worth saving. Counting out 10 to 20 seeds from

each packet to be tested, I spread them between two moist paper towels on a plate. Another

plate inverted over the first plate seals in moisture and the whole setup then goes where the

temperature is warm, around 75 degrees. After one to two weeks, I peel apart the paper towels

and count the number of seeds with little white root “tails”. If the percentage is low, the seed

packet from which the seeds came gets tossed into the waste-basket or compost pile (I don’t

give them away!). Or, I might use the seeds and adjust their sowing rate accordingly.No one

knows exactly what happens within a seed to make it lose its viability. Besides lack of

germination, old seeds undergo a slight change of color, lose their luster, and show decreased

resistance to fungal infections. There is more leakage of substances from dead seeds than

from young, fresh seeds, so perhaps aging influences the integrity of the cell membranes. Or,

since old seeds are less metabolically active than young seeds, the old seeds leak metabolites

that they cannot use.Electricity temporarily suffices when access to sunlight is lacking.When

God said, “Let there be light,” He didn’t make quite enough. At least, not enough for raising

seedlings indoors in late winter. But way back then, “In the Beginning...” who could have

predicted that gardeners in cold winter climates would have wanted to sow tomatoes and

marigolds and lettuce indoors to get a jump on the season?Fortunately, electricity was created,

or at least harnessed, over a hundred years ago, and with electricity came artificial light. Early



in the 20th century, Cornell scientists embarked on the first experiments in “electro-

horticulture,” the term they used for growing plants under artificial light, carbon arc lamps

initially. Raising seedlings under artificial light is a lot easier and more effective now than it was

then.Good quality, yet inexpensive, lighting for raising top quality seedlings can be had with a

combination of ordinary cool or warm white fluorescent tubes, and incandescent bulbs. Why

both? Because if you fed sunlight through a prism, and then tested each color separately for its

effect on plant growth, you would find that the most effective colors were red and blue. Red and

blue light each have their own effects on plants, with, to simplify, red promoting longer stems

and larger leaves and blue having pretty much the opposite effect, promoting compact growth.

Too much of the former light makes for spindly plants, too much of the latter light makes for

stunted plants. Not that green and yellow and orange are without effect, just less

so.Fluorescent lights are rich in blue, with some red. “Cool white” fluorescent bulbs emit very

little red light, “warm white” bulbs emit a little more, and “full spectrum” bulbs more still.

Incandescent lights are rich in red. Combine fluorescent and incandescent light, and you have

a good approximation of sunlight, rich in the most important wavelengths. The combination

even looks sunny.Seedlings could also be raised in the glow of LED lights. Light from an LED

spans a very narrow spectrum; if in red, just a narrow band in red, and similarly for blue or any

other color. So narrow, in fact, that a different recipe for light seems to be needed for optimum

growth of different kinds of plants, or different stages of growth. Performance is generally

enhanced with the addition of a small amount of light in the green as well as far-red spectrum

(the part of the electromagnetic spectrum just beyond the red that we can see, but shorter

wavelength than infra-red). LED “grow lights” are on the market, but research with plant growth

under LEDs is in its infancy.Although the various combinations of fluorescent, incandescent,

and LED bulbs offer reasonably good spectral quality, the intensity of these lights does not

even hold a candle—pardon the pun—to good Ol’ Sol, outdoors. A “foot-candle” is a measure

of light intensity, and the sun bathes the Earth with 10,000 foot-candles on a sunny summer

day. Indoors, even near the sunniest window, drop that figure to 500 foot-candles or less.Light

intensity drops with the inverse square of distance from a light source, so doubling the distance

from a source results in only one-quarter the intensity, tripling the distance results in one-ninth

the intensity, etc. Which is to say that seedlings need to be snuggled fairly close to artificial

light sources, which aren’t all that bright anyway, for best growth. A plant six inches below a

standard double fluorescent lamp fixture is bathed in about 600 foot-candles of illumination. Be

careful not to put plants too close to incandescent bulbs, however, because these bulbs can

generate enough heat to burn a plant. Overall, artificial light works well for seedlings because

only a small amount of incandescent light is needed to balance the blues of fluorescent light,

and because 600 foot-candles is enough light for them. Double that distance, to about 12

inches, for LEDs.When I began gardening, I lacked either a greenhouse or sufficient south-

facing window space, so I built a phytotron, which is an enclosed space where temperature,

light, and other parameters of plant growth can be regulated. I headed down to the local

hardware store and purchased two double fluorescent fixtures, with reflectors, and porcelain

sockets for incandescent bulbs, along with wire, a plug, a switch, some wood, and assorted

fasteners. The reason for two double fluorescent fixtures is because the 600 foot-candles

mentioned earlier is the minimum amount of light needed to raise seedlings; a double fixture

boosts light levels enough to send seedlings to Winter Plant Paradise. I mounted the porcelain

sockets to a 2-by-4 sandwiched between the two fluorescent fixtures, and hung it all on chains

for easy lowering and raising. White paint everywhere helped eke maximum light from all

sources, as did an occasional dusting off of lights and reflectors.A good ratio—from the



standpoint of a plant—for watts of fluorescent to incandescent light is about 3 to 1. If each

fluorescent fixture is 4 feet long, the four 40 watt bulbs offer a total of 160 watts. I balanced that

light with three 15 watt incandescent bulbs. A timer turned the lights on for 16 hours each day.

Less time would have been needed if the light had been supplemented with natural light

through a sunny window, but my phytotron was in the basement.Exiting my phytotron, after a

few weeks of growth, were top notch seedlings. Even so, artificial light is...well...artificial, and

not nearly a match for natural light. The sooner plants get out in the sunlight, the better.In

which the pre-plant toughening up of seedlings is shown to be necessary, but with a gentle

touchIndoor or artificial light goes only so far in raising stocky transplants able to withstand the

rigors of life out in the garden. Under less than ideal conditions, seedlings stretch out, growing

too long and too thin. The combination of a bit too much warmth and a bit too little light causes

that stretching.The easiest way around this problem is to just wait until the weather warms up

enough to sow seeds directly outside. There, abundant sunlight, cooler temperatures, and

buffeting by wind make for sturdy seedlings. Of course, do this and, in most parts of the

country, you’d have to wait until late summer to admire your first zinnia flower or bite into your

first tomato.So we’re back indoors. Turning down the heat, pulling window curtains way back,

cutting down any trees that block light in a south-facing window—all this helps. But still, light

intensity pales in comparison with outdoor light. And the more sun that streams in, the hotter it

gets.Brushing seedlings makes them grow stockier.Another way to make indoor seedlings

sturdier is to merely touch, stroke, or shake them. No need to make this a full time job, because

just a few seconds of daily shaking is all that’s needed. I use a brush like the one I use to whisk

snow off my truck’s windshield, running it lightly over the tops of my seedlings. Sometimes I’ll

just jostle each tray with a rap of my knuckles. In either case, morning is the best time for the

activity.Although stocky and sturdy growth helps seedlings better survive transplanting and

adapt to outdoor conditions, I don’t necessarily want my plants to remain dwarfed once planted

outside. Fortunately, the dwarfing effect of shaking and touching wears off within days after

transplanting.The fact that seedlings will respond to being touched or shaken is not really all

that novel. Buffeting by wind is partly responsible for the diminutive yet tough appearance of a

pine tree growing on the windswept edge of a craggy cliff as compared with its svelte

counterpart sheltered within the forest.Shaking and touching plants does not only or always

dwarf them. Cucumber or melon plants respond to being caressed by bearing a greater

proportion of female flowers. Could this be why cucumber and melon plants growing in the

relatively still air of my greenhouse have so many male and so few female flowers? I’ll try the

snow brush on them also.Shaking a plant for long periods each day can lead to increased

growth, a technique that has been applied in Japanese greenhouses using vibration—even

music! I wonder if this means that talking to plants would also affect their growth?Plants exhibit

all sorts of changes, some sought after, some not, as they go through puberty.Looking at trees

that usually drop their leaves by winter, I see that some of them—especially beeches and oaks

—wear skirts of foliage all winter long. I say “skirts” because if the trees were human, the

leaves would all be at skirt-level. Rather than being lush and green, these leafy raiments are

dried and brown or gray, just like their counterparts on the ground.Trees still clinging to leaves

are not out of synch with the environment. Nor does this habit reflect some ecological disaster

due to changing climate. The branches cling to their leaves because the branches are

“juvenile,” and reluctance to drop leaves is one sign of juvenility in plants.Juvenility in plants is

akin to prepuberty in humans: during this period plants grow but are incapable of sexual

reproduction, that is, flowering, then setting seed. The duration of juvenility varies from plant to

plant. Radish seeds planted in spring will, a few weeks later, send up flower stalks if the roots



aren’t harvested. Plant an apple seed and ten years, or more, might elapse before the tree first

flowers.Growing conditions influence the amount of time it takes a plant to reach sexual

maturity. Wild plants on cold, windswept cliffs grow so slowly that they may still be juvenile after

a century. In a greenhouse, with supplemental artificial lighting, apple trees have been coaxed

to flower within a couple of years. But no matter how much the scientists fiddled around with

growing conditions, no apple plant would flower until its stem was at least 75 to 80 nodes

long.A juvenile plant not only does not flower, but also may have a different form from a mature

plant. My father had an English ivy plant that three decades of growth had changed from a

creeping vine with lobed leaves, incapable of supporting itself, to a shrub with sturdy stems

and rounded leaves—sure signs of maturity in this species. (A horticulture professor of mine

once described a gift he received of a “tree” English ivy plant, made by grafting a length of

juvenile English ivy onto a robust length of trunk of mature English ivy; the juvenile portion

grew vining stems that cascaded down from above the bare mature portion.)Juvenile shoots

also tend to hang onto their leaves, as is the case with those on beech and oak trees. Why,

except when young, don’t these trees hang on to all, rather than just skirts, of leaves? The

reason is because the whole tree isn’t juvenile, just the lower branches, which were there when

the plant was juvenile. Juvenile portions of a plant always remain so, as do mature portions

(whether or not they choose to flower).You’ll never see leafy skirts on any grafted trees, though.

Grafting wood is usually taken from mature portions of a stock tree, so a grafted tree is always

mature above the graft union. An apple worthy of propagation by grafting is deemed so only

because its fruit has been sampled and deemed worthy. It fruited; hence, it is mature.Does

knowing about juvenility make me a better gardener?Yes, when I propagate plants from

cuttings. Juvenile shoots generally root more easily than do mature shoots. Juvenile shoots are

those that originate near the base of a plant grown from a seed, or from a cutting made from a

juvenile shoot. When I rooted cuttings of my father’s English ivy to make more plants, I made

those cuttings from the still juvenile shoots growing near the base of his plant. Besides having

rounded leaves and shrubby growth habit, mature portions of the plant are also easily

discerned from juvenile shoots by bearing (toxic) fruit.Juvenile growth of paulownia tree.In most

plant species, juvenile shoots grow more vigorously than do mature shoots, and have larger

leaves. Juvenile sprouts on paulownia trees often grow 15 feet in one season, with leaves more

than a foot across, an effect that is decorative in the right setting. Lopping back all new growth

each winter keeps the plant in perpetual youth with a decorative encore each year.And yes,

knowing about juvenility helps when I raise perennial flowers from seed. Perennials usually do

not flower until their second season. But by sowing the seeds indoors in March and spurring

the plants on with good growing conditions, they can make enough growth to mature and

flower their first season.Mature plants sometimes need just the opposite of the free and

luxuriant growth needed by juvenile plants. Fruit trees, although mature (because they are

grafted), often are reluctant to flower and fruit. The way to induce a mature plant which is not

flowering to do so is with “discipline.” Slow down growth by scoring the bark with a knife, by

pruning the roots with a spade, or, as described in the “Stems” chapter, by bending upright

branches downward.A recommendation to plant citrus from seed even if fruit is improbable or

not worth eating“What a waste,” I was thinking one morning as I spat out a seed from an

orange. Not that it was a waste not to eat the seed along with the fruit, but a waste of potential.

That seed could grow into a whole orange tree.Growing an orange tree—or any citrus tree—

from a seed is no more difficult than growing a bean plant from seed. As a matter of fact,

tangerine seedlings have shared a pot with a houseplant sitting near my rocking chair,

evidently “planted” casually as I or someone else ate the fruit while sitting in the chair. It’s not



unusual to find an overenthusiastic grapefruit seed sprouting while still inside the fruit.There’s

only one secret to growing citrus from seed: don’t let the seed dry out. Not as critical, but

perhaps helpful, would be to soak the seed for a couple of hours before planting to leach out

any sprouting inhibitors that might be present. Once the seed has been spat and soaked, it can

be planted just like a bean seed, about three-quarters of an inch deep. I’ve done this in a pot

that’s been filled with the same potting soil that I would use for houseplants or any other seed.

Being subtropical (again like a bean plant), citrus seeds need warmth to sprout. A minimum of

60 degrees Fahrenheit is good enough; 80 degrees would be ideal. Once a seed sprouts,

which should not take longer than a few weeks, I move the developing seedling to a sunny

window.Eventually plucking something tasty from any fruit tree grown from seed is likely to be a

tenuous proposition. All apple, pear, plum, and peach varieties are clones; trees grown from

seed will bear fruits that are different from and frequently worse than—more or less so

depending on the particular kind of fruit—fruit from the trees that bore the seeds. That’s

because seeds, in contrast to fruits, stems, leaves, and roots, represent the commingling and

shuffling around of genes of the parent tree with whatever other variety pollinated the flower

that preceded the fruit.However, citrus trees grown from seed can present a more mouth-

watering proposition. Citrus has the quirk, known as apomixis, of frequently producing seeds

that are not the result of pollination, but that develop from the same kind of cells that make up

the rest of the plant. Bingo: a seed that, when grown into a tree, is genetically identical to its

mother and, hence, bears identical fruit.But hold on here: what about Clementines, which lack

seeds to interrupt bites into the juicy, sweet segments. Or a seedless Navel tree? Or a tree of

any other seedless fruit? You get a new Clementine tree by cloning, and if that sounds too

Orwellian then just say “by grafting” or “by cuttings,” which are the particular methods of cloning

used for most fruit trees.That answers the question of how you get new Clementine trees, but

not the question of how anyone got the very first one. The first Clementine tree may have

begun life as a chance or deliberately planted seedling. The genes within this new seedling

may just, by chance, have jumbled together into an evolutionary dead end—a tree producing

seedless fruits. Another way that Clementine could have begun life was as a lucky, for us,

mutation of some branch on a seeded tangerine. Some gardener noticed, tasted, and enjoyed

the different fruit on that particular branch, then cloned that branch to make many more new

trees, now called Clementines.(Crunch. I just bit into a seed in this supposedly seedless

Clementine. Yes, seeds do occasionally appear, the result of pollen from a different variety of

tangerine making its way to a Clementine flower. Clementine is seedless only if grown in

isolation. Don’t you be tempted to plant any of these seeds, though, because if the seedlings

were to bear fruits, they would not, of course, be Clementines.)A few hurdles still stand in the

way ‘twixt the soil and the mouth in raising citrus from seed. For one thing, not all the seeds,

even in a single citrus fruit, are necessarily apomictic, although sometimes it is possible to

identify those produced by pollination by their weaker growth. Or, in the case of the seedling I

grew from Flying Dragon hardy citrus, by their characteristic squirmy, twisting stems. Secondly,

citrus, like other fruit trees, can take years before they’re old enough to bear fruit, especially

with less than perfect growing conditions such as in a pot, wintering indoors, in a cold climate.

And finally, even after the tree gets old enough to potentially bear fruit, it won’t do so except

under good growing conditions. Now I’m not saying that it’s impossible to provide these

conditions to a tree in a pot in cold regions, but you do have to pay attention to providing

sufficient food, water, and light.That said, even a barren citrus tree is worth growing for its

glossy, vibrantly green leaves. Growing a citrus tree from a seed is an especially nice long term

project for a child. The plants are fast growing and if interest begins to wane, just crush a leaf.



The aroma offers a mouth-watering hint of the taste of fruit possibly to come.Containing some

of the ways in which I use a few or many plant cells to conjure up whole new plantsTotipotence

is a ten dollar word that refers to the potential ability of any part of a plant, except reproductive

cells (egg and sperm) within a flower, to give rise to any other part of a plant, even to a whole

new plant. That’s because all of a plant’s cells (with exceptions, such as with chimeras, in

addition to the reproductive cells) house identical genetic information. Depending on the

cellular environment and other influences, a cell may become a root, a petal—any part of a

plant.I’ve made plenty of use of totipotence to multiply a favorite houseplant or shrub,

sometimes doing nothing more than dropping some fantail willow stems into a glass of water

and watching roots and then new shoots sprout. Such asexual propagation, so-named

because it bypasses using seeds (except in the case of apomictic seeds, such as those borne

by citrus), results in new plants that are genetically identical to each other and to the mother

plant. Totipotence is what lets me start whole new plants from pieces of stem, pieces of root,

leaves, or even just a few cells from the growing tip of the mother plant.Let’s start with pieces of

stem, like those taken from a coleus plant. Putting the base of a stem into a suitable

environment induces roots to form there. Water, although effective with some easy-to-root

plants like coleus and willow, is actually not a very good rooting environment. Roots need to

breathe, and submerged in water they’ll soon be gasping for air. Shaking or changing the water

occasionally helps. Roots that do develop in water are structurally different than those that

develop in soil and so sometimes have difficulty making the transition from water to soil.The

most effective rooting environment holds moisture and air, and provides support. Nutrients are

unnecessary at this point because the stem draws on its nutrient reserves to grow roots and

new shoots, and, anyway, lacking roots, the stem would have a hard time drawing up nutrients.

Any ordinary potting soil, with a little extra perlite (an inert volcanic rock “popped” at high

temperatures) added for better aeration, is suitable. I make up my own rooting mix by

combining equal parts peat moss and perlite.Softwood stem cuttings are lengths of stem,

typically a half-foot or so in length, with leaves attached. These cuttings generally root quickly

but need care to keep their leaves from drying out before roots develop and draw in more water

to support them. I slow water loss from my softwood cuttings by reducing the size or number of

leaves and/or reducing water loss from remaining leaves by increasing humidity around them.

A covering of clear plastic or glass does this. More high tech is an intermittent mister or, even

better, an artificial leaf that actuates a mister when it gets dry, which is ideally about the same

time that the real leaves dry out.Softwood cuttings don’t have a lot of energy reserves and

need light so that their leaves can feed them. I site my softwood cuttings, which are kept humid

beneath a tent or inverted jar, in bright, but indirect, light—in summer, for example, on a bench

near the north side of my house. In direct sunlight, they would be “cooked” in their mini-

greenhouses.Rooted softwood cutting.Hardwood stem cuttings are lengths of stem—usually

only a season old—clipped from dormant, leafless (if deciduous) trees, shrubs, and vines.

Hardwood cuttings are less susceptible to drying out than softwood cuttings and, if leafless, do

not need light, at least until they sprout leaves. Since the presence of leaves can promote

rooting, I sometimes take hardwood cuttings in autumn, while stems still retain some leaves,

reducing the number of leaves on the cutting to only one or two. Water loss from these leaves

is reduced because of the age of the leaves and cool weather with less sunlight.The procedure

for rooting is essentially the same as for softwood cuttings, with two wrinkles. First of all, there’s

no need to cover deciduous cuttings to increase humidity; they can even be rooted outdoors in

any well drained soil. And secondly, cold-hardy woody plants need to experience a certain

amount of cool weather before they can grow new shoots. Cuttings taken in autumn and rooted



outdoors, as well as cuttings taken at the end of winter, will have experienced this cool period

naturally.With stem cuttings, you start with stems and induce them to sprout roots (and then

shoots and leaves). Root cuttings are the opposite: you start with roots and coax them to grow

stems (and then leaves and flowers). Not all plants can be propagated by root cuttings but

familiar ones that can include oriental poppy, lilac, raspberry, bleeding heart, phlox, and

herbaceous peony.Root pieces that are a couple of inches long and pencil thickness are ideal.

The best time to dig them is when plants are dormant, generally in late winter. In the case of

oriental poppy and bleeding heart, the best time is in summer, right after the plants finish

flowering and go dormant. Small, delicate, root cuttings can be scattered on rooting media,

then covered with an inch more of media. Fatter root cuttings are planted vertically in that

rooting mix with the ends that were closest to their stems pointing up and just beneath the

surface of the mix.An African violet leaf makes a whole, new plant.Even leaves can be made to

grow roots and shoots. African violet, sansevieria, begonia, and jade plant are among those

most amenable to ready multiplication via leaf cuttings. There are a few ways to make leaf

cuttings. With rex begonias, just laying a leaf flat on moist rooting media and scoring across

some of the main veins with a razor gives rise to new plants at each cut. With other begonias

and with African violets, all that’s needed is to poke their leaf stalks, or triangular cut portions of

leaves, vertically into a rooting media. A tent of plastic film or an overturned clear, glass or

plastic jar maintains the needed high humidity until new plantlets appear.To avoid the threat of

rot, I let leaf cuttings of succulent plants dry out and heal for a couple of days before poking

them into moist rooting media, and then let the media thoroughly dry out between waterings.

Long, fleshy sansevieria leaves can be chopped into two-inch lengths, then their bottom halves

poked into rooting media. The same goes for jade plant leaves, leaving them whole rather than

chopping them up. Kalanchoe have the easiest leaves to root, from naturally developing

plantlets around the edges of their leaves. These plantlets often drop off and root all by

themselves. Succulents need not—and should not—be kept under cover for increased humidity

or they’re apt to rot rather than root.
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Helen L., “Great resource. I listened to Dr. Lee Reich in one of the garnering podcasts and

immediately got interested in a way he explains things we do as gardeners: with scientific

approach and humor. The book seem small but right from first pages he dives in deep and

offers lots of knowledge. By page 30 I learned the science behind chimeras, rooting hormones,

growing seedlings with artificial lights, seed viability, and the most intimidating for me - grafting

procedures.He puts it down for you in easy to understand language backed up by science. Now

I’m eager to try grafting and espalier techniques, after reading they don’t seem too difficult at

all.I recommend this book to every gardener. It definitely has become my go-to book as a

gardening resource.”

Horsemom, “Interesting, educational and fun!. I have been a gardener for many, many years,

and am also a biologist, yet there is much in this book that I did not know. Plus, the author's

writing style and sense of humor make what could be a dry tome into an engaging read.

Highly recommended.”

Judy Jackson, “Answers Questions I didn't even know I had. This is my new favorite book.

Delightfully written and answers questions I had long wondered about. It even brought up

things I had never heard of and answered questions I didn't even know I had - 'you don't know

what you don't know'The only thing I wish it had is more subtitles within the chapters breaking

up the abundance of information and making things easier to find.”

Sarah Satt, “Answers to questions I never thought to ask!. The author started out his career as

a (PhD) researcher before he moved on to writing and consulting. The book is a collection of

short topics, nicely organized on gardening. His very understandable explanations explain why

something works--what is the science behind it? It can be used as a reference book, or read

cover-to-cover. I recommend the latter.I found it fascinating and I will hopefully have a better

garden if I succeed in putting the knowledge to use.”

R. Werner, “The only chapter I've read so far was easy reading and informative for a novice

pruner.. A condensed version of the chapter on pruning appeared in our local paper. I have

pruned at the basic level for years and thought the article explained some of the science

regarding why my pruning did not always go as planned. There are other chapters in the book I

plan to read later.”

Carmel Tysver, “Quistions and Problem gardening answered. This is a great book and I did

enjoy reading it and learning what he knows. I recommend this book for all gardeners

expecially is you have a vegetable garden.”



pmilli, “Highly recommended.. Well written and really useful! I've been gardening for many

years and the information in this book has already changed several of my practices. Funny, too.

Highly recommended.”

Me, “Great. This book is great for anyone wanting to learn more about gardening in a way that

will make your life easier in the long-run and preserve the health of your land.”

kjlcc., “Practical Information. Good thoughts and ideas for beginners or even experienced

gardeners for a very knowledgeable source.”

Paul Stencell, “Stop turning over your soil, labour saving, I ordered all three books.. Changing

my gardening , thinking outside the box.”

Cory Z., “Awesome book. Great stuff, good read.”

The book by Lee Reich has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 70 people have provided feedback.

A bit of deception helps me get some seeds to sprout that under natural conditions would

wisely stay asleep Burial in tundra might be ideal for seed storage but I choose more practical

storage for my vegetable and flower seeds Electricity temporarily suffices when access to

sunlight is lacking In which the pre-plant toughening up of seedlings is shown to be necessary,

but with a gentle touch Plants exhibit all sorts of changes, some sought after, some not, as

they go through puberty A recommendation to plant citrus from seed even if fruit is improbable

or not worth eating Containing some of the ways in which I use a few or many plant cells to

conjure up whole new plants I revisit totipotence, using stems again, this time joining them to

existing roots Neither monstrous nor scary, but often beautiful—yes, real chimeras may be in

our midst Knowing that a bulb is, essentially, a stem lets me multiply them with the same

“pinch” that makes stems branch In which we watch the progress of water traveling through

soil, with methods to, at the same time, speed it up and slow it down A common sense

recommendation that turns out not to make sense Contains a description and an opinion of

hydroponics In which I pay homage to humus, even though it may be a misnomer Wherein I

check my ground’s acidity and then tweak it, as needed On my ostensibly occult practice which

turns out to be good gardening How I manage to tame nitrogen’s comings and goings for my

plants Even without squealing like hungry pigs, my plants can tell me if they’re hungry, and for

what Sex is introduced and its sometime importance is emphasized In which I make right the

products of plants’ sexual excesses Describing the importance of night for coaxing blossoms,

and a gardener’s trickery In which a small gas molecule has a big effect on flavor Contains a

question and an answer: is hybrid always high-bred? In which my thumbnails, pruning shears,

and branch bending coax plants into bushiness, lankiness, or anything betwixt Wherein I make

designs with the traceries of my fruit plants’ branches Questioning the advice to put the brakes

on tree growth with summer pruning On the genesis, reason for, and propagation of weeping

trees... A comfortable seat in a sunny spot gets trees and shrubs ready for winter… In which it

is demonstrated that buds are not boring How buds become burls and witches’ brooms On

entreating and helping trees to stay asleep About a quick and easy way to hasten spring

Sunlight is important but sometimes shade offers improvement Wherein families migrate

together around my garden, and for good reason How plant families got put in order On Latin

being a foreign tongue but providing a useful understanding of plant relationships Making up a

new category name, fortunately, does not ruin flavor or appearance Relating a true story about



how my plants broke the law On steps, human and otherwise, to avoid the havoc of icy cells

during frigid temperatures In which hot days bring on a tug of war between hunger and thirst, in

plants No water, no matter—because I take these steps for drought A very local search for

congenial weather Seedlings’ transition to the garden is helped along with tough love, timely

and not in excess Unwanted plants—that is, weeds—are best understood before they are

outwitted A sometime threat that straddles the fence between living and nonliving In which is

clarified a name as a sign, rather than a symptom, of disease Fire blight, first noted not far from

my home over 200 years ago, has the honor of being the first plant disease to be caused by

bacteria In which I elucidate, abet, and alter the color of leaves, vegetables, and flowers An

Italian who tied together plant growth, art, and other things too innumerable to mention Here I

make sense of scents, equally so for insects and humans The touch here is that felt by the

plants And finally, the efforts I take to grow the best tasting fruits and vegetables
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